1 Batch Normalization [10 credits]

Batch Normalization is a technique for reducing internal covariate shift and accelerating training speed. Assume that we are implementing a BN module with d-dimensional input $x = (x^1, x^2, \ldots, x^d)$ and we choose a mini-batch of size $m$.

1. Write down the expression of mean and variance of scaler features. If we want transform them into zero mean and unit standard deviation, how do we normalize the feature?

2. In order to avoid changing the representation of each layer, we need to add a pair of learning parameters $\gamma^k$ and $\beta^k$ in BN module. Write down the output of BN in terms of $\gamma^k$ and $\beta^k$. Let us assume that $y$ is the output of BN and $E$ is the energy, please provide the formula of $\frac{\partial E}{\partial \gamma^k}$ and $\frac{\partial E}{\partial \beta^k}$ in terms of $\frac{\partial E}{\partial y^k}$.

2 Convolution [10 credits]

Table 1 depicts two matrices. One of the form $(5 \times 5$ one) represents an image. The second $(3 \times 3$ one) represents a convolution kernel. (Consider the bias term to be zero)

1. How many values will be generated if we forward propagate the image over the given convolution kernel?

2. Calculate these values.

3. Suppose the gradient backpropagated from the layers above this layer is a $3 \times 3$ matrix of all 1s. Write down the value of the gradient (with respect to the input) backpropagated out of this year.
Table 1: Image Matrix (5 × 5) and convolution filter (3 × 3)

3 Variants of pooling [10 credits]

1. List three different kinds of pooling, and their corresponding module implemented in PyTorch.

2. Write down the mathematical forms of these three pooling modules.

3. Pick one of the pooling listed and describe the reason for incorporating it into a deep learning system.

4 t-SNE [10 credits]

Go through [12] and answer the following questions.

1. What is the crowding problem and how does t-SNE alleviate it? Give details.

2. The cost function of t-SNE is given by:

\[ C = KL(P||Q) = \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} \log \frac{p_{ij}}{q_{ij}} \]

Where:

\[
q_{ij} = \frac{(1 + \|y_i - y_j\|^2)^{-1}}{\sum_{k \neq l} (1 + \|y_k - y_l\|^2)^{-1}}
\]

\[
p_{ij} = \frac{\exp(-\|x_i - x_j\|^2/2\sigma^2)}{\sum_{k \neq l} \exp(-\|x_k - x_l\|^2/2\sigma^2)}
\]

Please derive \( \partial C / \partial y_i \) in detail.
5 Sentence Classification [20 credits]

Sentence Classification is a common problem in NLP. There are many ways to solve this problem. As simplest, you could just use machine learning algorithm such as Logistic regression, or any you can think of using such as a multilayer Perceptron (MLP). You could even take help from ConvNets or RNNs to give you good sentence vector, which you can feed into linear classification layer. Goal of this question is to make sure that you have a clear picture in your mind about all these possible techniques.

Let’s say you have a corpus of 50K words. For the simplicity of this question, assume you have the trained word embedding matrix of size [50K*300] available with you, which can give you a word vector of size [1*300]. Consider one sentence having 10 words for the classification task and describe your approach for below techniques.

a. ConvNet

1. Design an one layer ConvNet which first maps the sentence to a vector of length 5 (with the help of convolution and pooling), then feeds this vector to fully connected layer with softmax to get the probability values for possible 3 classes.

2. Clearly mention the sizes for your input, kernel, outputs at each step (till you get the final [3*1] output vector from softmax)

3. Please describe the effect of small filter size vs large filter size during the convolution? What would be your approach to select the filter sizes for classification task?

b. RNN

1. How simple RNN which is trained for language modeling, can be used to get the sentence vector?

2. Design simple RNN which first maps the sentence to a vector of length 50 (with the help of convolution and pooling), then feeds this vector to fully connected layer with softmax to get the probability values for possible 4 classes.

3. Clearly mention the sizes of all the RNN components such as your input vector, hidden layer weight matrix, hidden state vectors, cell state vector, output layers (RNN components sizes would be same at each time stamp)

c. Extra credits experiments of fastText - 5 points

The library fastText is built for efficient learning of word representations and sentence classification. The embarrassingly simple approach has obtained decent results on sentence classification with surprisingly short training time on CPUs [4]. The released code (https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText) by FAIR relies on CPU parallelized training.
1. Compare ConvNet and RNN with fastText. You may compile the results into a table and show it in the writeup. Some brief analysis on the experiment results will be very favored.

d. **Extra credits question - 5 points**

1. This is the open ended question. Come up with your own neural approach to classify a sentence. As an example may be You can think of some combination of CNN and RNN. Think about pros and cons of the individual CNN or RNN approach. Please describe your approach with figure if possible.

6 **Language Modeling [40 credits]**

**Word-level Recurrent Language Model**

Language modeling is a fundamental task of natural language processing (NLP), and language models play an important role in many other tasks such as machine translation and sentence generation. A language model, in general, tries to predict the next word \( w_{t+1} \) given preceding words \( w_1, \ldots, w_t \) at each time step \( t \). The forward pass of a recurrent language model involves the following calculations.

**Embedding Layer:** The input word \( w_t \) is projected into a high-dimensional space by a word lookup table \( E \in \mathbb{R}^{V \times d} \), where \( |V| \) is the vocabulary size and \( d \) is the dimension of a word vector:

\[
\mathbf{e}_{w_t} = \mathbf{E}^\top \mathbf{w}_{w_t},
\]

where \( \mathbf{w}_{w_t} \in \mathbb{R}^{|V|} \) is a one-hot vector whose \( i \)-th element is 1, and other elements are 0. In the implementation, we simply slice the word lookup table by the word index.

**RNN Layer:** Next we compute a memory states \( \mathbf{h}_t \) given the word input \( \mathbf{e}_{w_t} \) and a memory state from the previous time step \( \mathbf{h}_{t-1} \):

\[
\mathbf{h}_t = f(\mathbf{e}_{w_t}, \mathbf{h}_{t-1}),
\]

where \( f \) is a recurrent function such as LSTM\(^2\) and GRU\(^3\). When \( t = 0 \), \( \mathbf{h}_0 \) is usually a zero vector.

**Prediction:** The memory state \( \mathbf{h}_t \) is affine-transformed followed by a softmax function:

\[
P(\mathbf{w}_{t+1} = k | \mathbf{w}_{<t+1}) = \frac{\exp(v_k^\top \mathbf{h}_t + b_k)}{\sum_{k'} \exp(v_{k'}^\top \mathbf{h}_t + b_{k'})},
\]

where \( v_k \) is the \( k \)-th column of a parameter matrix \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times |V|} \) and \( b_k \) is the \( k \)-th element of a bias vector \( \mathbf{b} \in \mathbb{R}^d \).

In this section, you investigate and analyze recurrent language models. The starter code is available at [https://github.com/jakezhaojb/DSGA-1008-Spring2017-A2](https://github.com/jakezhaojb/DSGA-1008-Spring2017-A2).
a. Data

The characteristics of language models heavily rely on the training corpus. We want you to train your language models on several different datasets to see the differences.

- **Penn Treebank (PTB)** The starter code provides the Penn Treebank Corpus \[10\] preprocessed by Mikolov et al \[11\]. This text data consists of WSJ articles. For all the training, validation, and test sets, unknown words have been replaced by <unk>, and the vocabulary size is limited to 10k. Also, numbers have been replaced by N. Thus, there are no unknown words in validation/testing time.

- **Gutenberg Corpus** This dataset consists of texts written by 142 authors, from Charles Darwin to Isaac Asimov. A small subset of the corpus is available at in the starter code. This is constructed by randomly choosing 100k sentences from the original corpus. The full dataset is available at [http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~lahiri/gutenberg_dataset.html][8]. Feel free to construct your own dataset (by authors, by time etc.) and run experiments. For example, Kim et al.[6] analyze change in language across time through language models.

- **Your choice** You are welcome to use any publicly available datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PTB</strong></td>
<td>42k</td>
<td>3k</td>
<td>4k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sentences</td>
<td>888k</td>
<td>70k</td>
<td>79k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Words</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
<td>315k</td>
<td>314k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gutenberg</strong></td>
<td>80k</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sentences</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
<td>315k</td>
<td>314k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Words</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
<td>315k</td>
<td>314k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The size of each dataset.

Please note that you may want to modify data.py to control the vocabulary size and the words in the vocabulary. It is common to use N most frequent words as the vocabulary words. You should carefully choose N since the computational complexity of a softmax function grows with respect to the vocabulary size. In general, N =10k is used for small datasets.

b. Improve your model

We expect everyone to investigate key hyperparameters of a recurrent language model such as:

1. RNN cells (LSTM, GRU...),

2. different optimizers,

3. the number of RNN layers,

4. the dimension of word vectors,
5. the dimension of hidden states,
6. parameter initialization,
7. the vocabulary size,
8. shuffling the training data at the beginning of each epoch.

Please note that it will take a long time to train a large model as you are allowed to use CPU only. There are some papers [13, 5] discussing about tricks to train recurrent language models.

c. Word Embeddings

Once you have a trained model, you can obtain word embeddings form it. Word embeddings are stored in a word lookup table $E \in \mathbb{R}^{|V| \times d}$, where $|V|$ is the vocabulary size and $d$ is the dimension of a word vector. Please plot the word vectors in the 2D space using t-SNE [12]. You can use a package like this: [http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.html](http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.html).

d. Variants of Recurrent Language Model (Optional)

If you are ambitious, you could try to implement more complex language models. For example:

- C2W [9],
- Character-Aware Neural Language Model [7].

Models listed above utilize both word and character inputs, and predictions are still made at the word-level.

Write-up

Your write-up should include:

1. a description of your models,
2. a discussion of improvements (hyperparameter settings, optimization methods etc.),
3. empirical evaluation (perplexity),
4. qualitative analysis (generated samples, different training data, t-SNE plots etc.)

Code

Please write a script `rnnlm_result.py` that is able to execute on the PTB test data and print the perplexity. This should be same as the perplexity that you report in your write-up.
Submission

Send your submission (write-up, rnnlm_result.py) to dsga1008.spring.2k17@gmail.com in a single zip folder named as "YourTeamName.zip" by the deadline. Include a link to the trained model file in the email. Please use the following title for your email.

[DS-GA-1008 YOUR_TEAM_NAME] Submission A2
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